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MasterFit Trim has been designed to make installation easier. When installing 
replacement windows, hand trimming can take an hour per window. If you’re 
doing a large-scale remodeling project, or an entire home, this can be very costly 
in terms of time and labor. Not only that, but hand trimming introduces many 
opportunities for error like uneven edges and inconsistent staining.

ProVia’s® mortise and 
tenon corner locking 

system makes this a quick 
and easy installation.

To save even more 
time, when ordering 
the MasterFit Trim 

System for a full tear-out 
replacement, be sure to 
order it assembled with 

the jamb extensions 
attached to the window.

WHY USE THE
MASTERFIT™

TRIM SYSTEM

Using MasterFit Trim 
allows installation 

without the use of a trim 
carpenter, therefore 

saving the homeowner 
added labor costs.

MasterFit Trim comes 
with a warranty, ultimately 

saving the homeowner 
from repair costs should 
something happen after 

the installation.

SAVES
TIME

SAVES
MONEY

The factory-finished 
MasterFit Trim System 
comes with a 10-year 

finish warranty.

The entire trim system 
can be installed with little 
disruptions in the home 
since it can be ordered 
pre-assembled with the 
jamb extensions already 
attached to the window.

The mortise and tenon 
corner locking system 

ensures the trim will not 
crack over time, leaving 

behind a beautifully 
finished window.

HOMEOWNER
PEACE OF MIND

ENSURES THE JOB 
IS DONE RIGHT

If MasterFit Trim is being 
installed in an older 

home, chances are, the 
interior walls may not be 

perfectly plumb. The jamb 
adjustment feature on this 

trim system allows for up to 
a 1⁄4" variation all the way 

around the window.

While regular casing would 
leave gaps, the MasterFit 

Trim System will sit snuggly 
against any wall.



HOW MASTERFIT ARRIVES
3 OPTIONS TO BEST FIT YOUR PROJECT

All pieces cut 
to size and 

shrinkwrapped 
together

KNOCK DOWN (KD)

Casing assembled 
and packaged 

separately if it’s less 
than 60". If over 60", 
casing is knock down.

Jamb extensions 
are clipped to 
the window

Cut to size and 
assembled if 
less than 60". 
If over 60", all 

jamb and casing 
pieces would be 

knock down.

Jamb extension
and casing packaged 
together but separate 

from window

INSTALLED ASSEMBLED / SHIPPED LOOSE

WHAT TO EXPECT ON THE JOB

- 1 -
Install window with jamb

extension attached

- 2 -
Attach casing & secure

2-STEP PROCESS
The Quickest Application

This option is great when windows 
need to be installed into an opening, 

and drywall work has not been 
completed. Trim can be ordered at a 
later time, separate from windows.

- 1 -
Match corresponding line number 

with window number

- 2 -
Insert jamb extension & install

- 3 -
Attach casing & secure

3-STEP PROCESS

This option is also great when
drywall work has not been completed and 
space is limited. Trim can be ordered at a 

later time, separate from windows.

- 1 -
Match corresponding line number with 

window number

- 2 -
Assemble jamb extension box

- 3 -
Assemble casing

- 4 -
Insert jamb extension & install

- 5 -
Attach casing & secure

5-STEP PROCESS
With No Measuring Or Cutting Required



2½" Modern Profile 2½" Colonial Profile

3½" Colonial Profile 3½" Flat

STAIN FINISHES

CHERRY

MAPLE

OAK

PAINT FINISHES
POPLAR

ADDITIONAL TRIM OPTIONSPROFILE OPTIONS

Stool 
31⁄2" or 51⁄2" W x 1" H

Jamb Extension 
2½", 41⁄2", or 51⁄2" W x 3⁄4" H

Traditional Interior Stop 
13⁄8" W x 1⁄2" H

Shoemold Interior Stop 
3⁄4" W x 1⁄2" H

Rosette 
37/8"

Toffee/ 
Traditional Cherry

Natural

American
Cherry

Chestnut Cinnamon Nutmeg Hazelnut Coffee Bean

Honey Wheat/ 
Classic Oak

Caramel/ 
Dark Oak

Truffle Ginger Almond Pecan Espresso

Fruitwood

Snow Mist Geneva BlueCafé Cream

Enzian Blue

Primrose  
Yellow

Forest Green

Chateau

Vallis Red

Sandstone

Rustic Bronze Tudor Brown

Clay

Nightfall Coal Black

Sandpiper   
Beige

Mountain    
Berry

Sterling  
Gray

MASTERFIT™ PRESENTATION KIT
Order a MasterFit Presentation Kit (Part # S-MK-22000) on entryLINK to 
show homeowners how this system works, along with the stain and paint 
chips and several profile options (as pictured above).

PROFILE AND COLOR OPTIONS

P-MK-02920-20

Jamb extensions and stools 
available in custom sizes.


